E N T E R P R I S E C A S E ST U DY

Leading Reading
Glasses Brand Grows
Amazon Ad Sales by
49% with Teikametrics

“Choosing Teikametrics helped take our Amazon business to the next level. Nick
and the team were extremely helpful in getting us growing and efficient in short
order, and we’re excited to continue growing with Teikametrics.”
T R OY
Client Ecommerce Leader

Business Overview
The company is a leading reading and computer glasses company, boasting multiple products with
top-50 Best Seller ranks on Amazon.
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Performance Results

Total Sales vs. Total Ad Sales
Consistent Total Sales and Ad Sales growth, while also lowering overall ACoS.
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Key Metrics
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"On Day 1 of our partnership, Troy tasked us with solving two very clear, common challenges that the company faced
with their Amazon Sponsored Products. The first was stagnant sales growth at a declining ACoS efficiency, and the
second was limited control over their broad product catalog. I worked closely with Troy to thoroughly understand his
goals and the nuances of the catalog, rebuilding the campaign structure accordingly, which oﬀered better alignment
and control. Marrying this strategic campaign structure with Teikametrics' bid technology drove immediate results,
with a 49% increase in ad-derived sales at an improved ACoS in the first 60 days.

NICK MUNRO
Senior Ecommerce Analyst | Teikametrics

